
WPT® venetian LAS vegas
Best Poker Room in Vegas – The Best of Las Vegas Awards

July 12 - 17, 2022

structure
Level Big blind ante blinds

day 1A:
Tue, July 12

day 1B:
Wed, July 13

day 1C:
Thu, July  14

day 2:
Fri, July 15

day 3:
Sat, July 16

Final Day
Sun, July 17

$5.000 Buy-In 
No Limit Hold’em $5,000 Main Event (Re-Entry)

guaranteed prize pool$4,000,000

50,000 starting chips

ACTION CLOCK: 

ANTE FORMAT (BIG BLIND ANTE): 

BREAKS: 

BUY-IN & FEES:

LATE REGISTRATION: 

LEVELS, PER DAY: 

PAYOUTS: 

PLAYER’S CARD & PLAYER RELEASE: 

The Action Clock by Protection Poker will be used once the field is down to one (1) 
table out of the money. Remaining players will have thirty (30) seconds to act on their hand. To begin 
play in the Action Clock portion of the tournament, each player will receive time-extension chips, each 
worth a 30-second addition to a player’s action. The number of time-extension chips provided to each 
player will depend on the number of players in the money. Upon reaching the final three (3) tables of 
the tournament, each remaining player will reset to a maximum of six (6) 30-second time-extension 
chips. Upon reaching the official WPT final table of the tournament, each remaining player will reset to 
a maximum of eight (8) 30-second time-extension chips. In the case that time expires for a player 
with remaining time-extension chips, the player’s Action Clock will automatically extend an additional 
thirty (30) seconds. Collection of time-extension chips will take place at the end of the player’s action. 
If a player’s Action Clock expires and the player does not have any time-extension chips remaining, 
he/she will be (a) forced to check, if there is no bet pending or (b) fold, if facing a bet or raise. See WPT 
Action Clock Rules for more details.



Single ante will be posted by the player in the big blind, in the amount 
equivalent to the big blind. Ante is posted before the big blind and players are eligible to collect the 
entire ante, even when out of the big blind. Ante is maintained until the completion of the tournament.



Players will have a 15-minute break every two levels on Day 1. Players will have a 15-minute 
break every two levels on Day 2 and a 60-minute dinner break after Level 17.



 $5,000 total buy-in = $4,600 (prize pool) + $275 (entry fee) + $125 (staff fee).



Alternates and late sign-ups will enter the tournament with a full chip stack and 
no obligation from it.



Day 1A/B/C eleven (11) 60-minute levels, Day 2 ten (10) 60-minute levels. Day 3: Sixty 
(60) minute levels until  twenty-four  (24)  players  is  reached,  then  ninety  (90)  minute  levels  until  
final  table  of  six  (6)  is  reached.  Final  Table:  Play  sixty  (60)  minute  levels  until  heads  up,  then  
levels  become  thirty  (30)  minutes in length.



One in eight entries will be in the money (Approximately 12.5%).



 In order to play in the event, each player must have a Grazie 

Rewards®  Card and sign the WPT Player Release Form.

PLAYERS PER TABLE:

RE-ENTRY RULES: 

REGISTRATION: 

RULES: 

SEATING REDRAWS:

STARTING STACK:

TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR’S DECISIONS ARE FINAL: 

 Play will begin with 9-handed. Play will move to 8-handed when 10 tables remain. 
Play will move to 6 for the Official WPT Final Table.



Unlimited re-entry is allowed until the start of level nine (9) on Day 1A, Day 1B,and

Day 1C, when registration ends.



Available until the start of level nine (9) on Day 1A, Day 1B, and Day 1C



Tournament Directors Association (TDA) rules will be used throughout the tournament. In the

event the Venetian Poker Room House rules are in conflict with TDA rules, the Venetian Poker Room

House rules shall apply. For TDA rules and regulations, check www.pokertda.com .



 The seating redraw will occur at the end of Day 1 & 2. Players will also redraw at 
24, 16, and 9 players or at Tournament Director's discretion.



 50,000 tournament chips.



Participation in WPT tournaments is subject to rules 
and rulings set forth by the applicable venue(s) and/or WPT (e.g., tournament rules, sponsorships). All 
players at WPT events are solely responsible for retrieving their winnings from the host casino or 
poker room and the payment of any taxes or fees on such winnings requested by the host casino or 
poker room. Any question or dispute regarding winnings at a WPT event should be brought up directly 
with the host casino or poker room, which has sole responsibility therefore.

The Venetian® Poker Room reserves the right to alter, change, or cancel the tournament. The Venetian® 

Poker Room will not be held responsible in the event of typographical errors or misinformation on the 

website or printed material pertaining to this event, and players will not have claim in these matters.

WPT, World Poker Tour and Spade Card Design are registered trademarks of WPT Enterprises, Inc. All rights reserved. ©2022 WPT Enterprises, Inc.

1 200 100 - 200

2 300 200 - 300

3 400 200 - 400

4 500 300 - 500

5 600 300 - 600

6 800 400 - 800

7 1,000 500 - 1,000

8 1,200 600 - 1,200

9 1,500 1,000 - 1,500

10 2,000 1,000 - 2,000

11 2,500 1,500 - 2,500

12 3,000 1,500 - 3,000

13 4,000 2,000 - 4,000

14 5,000 3,000 - 5,000

15 6,000 3,000 - 6,000

16 8,000 4,000 - 8,000

17 10,000 5,000 - 10,000

18 12,000 6,000 - 12,000

19 15,000 10,000 - 15,000

20 20,000 10,000 - 20,000

21 25,000 15,000 - 25,000

22 30,000 15,000 - 30,000

23 40,000 20,000 - 40,000

24 50,000 25,000 - 50,000

25 60,000 30,000 - 60,000

26 75,000 50,000 - 75,000

27 100,000 50,000 - 100,000

28 125,000 75,000 - 125,000

29 150,000 75,000 - 150,000

30 200,000 100,000 - 200,000

31 250,000 125,000 - 250,000

32 300,000 150,000 - 300,000

http://www.pokertda.com

